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DISCUSSION

Members discussed enrollment appointments and placing a targeted message for those students with 90 or more units. It would be beneficial if it could be more targeted, but that might not be possible. IR is running WST reports for Glen. There is a logic problem with < and > (it leaves one term out). Testing is getting reports that do not seem accurate, they do not seem to be reading the new WST indicators correctly. Manuel will review the logic behind the testing reports. Hopefully the data will be ready in time for the May 12 enrollment appointments.

The WST indicator does not show on the CAAR, it shows on the CSU Campus page. Further discussion led to the suggestion that since the WST indicator is a test score it could be used as a requirement.

WST payments are currently managed through the Testing Office, and members wondered if it could be managed through the student portal, and whether that would make tracking progress to completion of the UWSR easier. Perry will discuss with Student Financials.

Murphy stated that University Advancement has a new employee starting in June for digital communications; UA does not plan to make any major updates in the near future.

The year-end report on committee activities will be submitted to SSAC soon.
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